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INTRODUCTION
Hang gliding and paragliding are relatively well-developed sports with over 300 FAI Second
Category events per year with an average entry fee of 100 euros and 50 participants. A maximum
of 150 pilots compete at the most popular events.
Distribution of sports/discipline across FAI CIVL events 2018.
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Twelve thousand eight hundred and ninety pilots registered in FAI CIVL events in the first 10
months of 2018, while the CIVL ranking database includes about 30,000 pilots who have
participated in competitions. Being ranked is very important for sportsmen as a competitor’s
ranking position is used for the selection to First Category events.
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BACKGROUND
As a FAI-CIVL sport controlling organisation, we believe that one of our key responsibilities is to
provide fair and equal conditions to all sports persons – organisers and pilots. To ensure this, it is
necessary to make sure that all organisers have access to the appropriate IT facilities, that pilots
results are correctly calculated for rankings, that results are published in a visible form.
CIVL EMS project is designed with the aim of answering these requirements by providing
organisers working instruments that, in return, will provide the FAI-CIVL with the necessary means
of management of our community’s sport.
Current problems
• The organisers are required to build their competition websites, which are abandoned after
the event’s completion and the history of our sports are lost.
• They have to use various third-party services that are not always suitable.
• If they do not have the budget for web building, communication almost does not exist. Many
category 2 events still not have any (!) website and online registration. It is a shame to
conduct registration by email.
• The organisers have to spend much time checking pilots’ documents and licences, which
they do not do in a proper way.
• Pilots are wrongly ranked due to registration confusion.
• Due to the current lack of technology, all is based on faith and trust. This is misused by
some organisers: they do not declare the correct entry fees to save on sanction payments.
• Many organisers forget (!) to send results for ranking and as a result, pilots lose points.
• No specific sports information centre currently exists. Information is provided by third party
services as PG Forum, Airtribune, Livetrack 24, etc.
• Social virality of the pilot’s achievements (rank) is very poor.
• We do not have list of officials working on Second Category events worldwide.
• We do not have a proper history of our sports’ professionals.
What we propose
An integrated web service that will combine event hosting, online participants’ registration, event
blog and ranking. The system will also have connection to the FAI AMS system and SL DB and will
keep records of working professionals.
Once tested and reliable, CIVL EMS will be mandatory in First Category events and available for
all in Second Category events. In the long-term, CIVL EMS may become mandatory for all Second
Category Events.
Benefits
For FAI-CIVL:
• Control over competition organisers – event dates, number or participants, entry fees and
submission of results.
• Control over pilots, giving them unique ID and SL and removal of duplicates.
• Control over sports professionals worldwide (meet directors, judges, etc.).
• Provision of centralised communication for the sports’ communities.
• An archived history of competitions.
For organisers:
• Saving on competition website and online registration.
• Saving on workforce and time (automated procedures).
• Event promotion tool.
For pilots:
• Easy registration.
• Correct ranking.
• Social sharing of results.

PROPOSAL
CIVL did some research and asked current IT-related partners to recommend web development
companies with a reputation for good work quality and low pricing.
Three companies were selected and were sent technical requirements consisting of flow chart,
system structure and web interfaces with mock-ups.
All contacted companies have sufficient experience in custom project building and over 7 years of
operation on the market.
These are listed below with their budgets and approximate development period, as well as ’Pro
and Cons’:
• Glitch (Macedonia) – €47K – 4 months
Pro: Recommended by Ivan Lukanov (First Category competition organiser) as leading
Macedonian developers. Fine portfolio with many international brands.
Contra: They are part of big holding company. We are concerned that they will be reluctant
providing ad hoc changes. The price may grow too high. Within the proposal they presented, only
one can be compared with ours by its complexity. We need CIVL to be part of the development
team (see further: ‘Important notice’). We think that they might not agree to it.
• Bitrine (Portugal) – €50 K – 6 months
Pro: Recommended by Cristiano Pereira (Flymaster SEO) who worked with them in the past on a
big multinational company web service.
Contra: Works mainly with e-commerce and ready-made solutions as Drupal and Wordpress.
Turns out to be not so cost effective. The development prices in Portugal went up due to relocation
of Google and other IT monsters there that has drained the supply of the best programmers. For
this very reason, Cristiano who, in February, offered to provide us with the development workforce
on a non-profit basis, could not find today any good specialists to hire at a reasonable price.
• Noosphere (Ukraine) – €40K – 4 months
Pro: They are partners of FAI. We are working on FAI Application Management System with them.
Contra: they may have a lack of staff. We heard that their leading developer has recently left. As a
consequence, FAI AMS is still not ready and all deadlines are broken.
Which company to choose?
In the given situation, CIVL chose Noosphere, despite the Contras.
• There are a lot of good programmers in Ukraine that do not cost much, so they should
recover from the lack of staff soon.
• They seem to be flexible and can build large customised systems.
• Noosphere knows the FAI DB and the AMS and will implement connections much quicker
than any other company.
• They offered the lowest price. This is important.
Budget
• Noosphere: €50K
CIVL EMS was described with as much precision as possible on the very first stage. Still, there are
some parts to be rationalised and redefined due to new requirements; and there will always be
underlying problems identified during the development process.
From our experience, we know that during development, this project will definitely go beyond its
estimate. To allow for contingency, we therefore require €50K as the budget for the IT partner, but
will try as much as possible to keep to the €40K quotation.
• Additional budget: €10K
Working hours of CIVL Project manager and external experts.
1 or 2 meetings with the development team.
Important notice:
CIVL requires that Noosphere agrees these conditions for the construction of the system:
• A dedicated team will be appointed by Noosphere. This will ensure that, once initiated, the
construction of the system will not be delayed because of other projects, FAI-related or not.

•

CIVL will appoint Elena Filonova to participate, not as client manager but as part of the
development team. This will ensure CIVL has a better IT system assurance as we will
control its creation and know the codes from the start. This will allow CIVL to make minor
adjustments to codes in case of necessity without any additional cost. It will allow CIVL to
keep a reserve copy of the system and in the case of a major problem, be able to install it
on any server.

External experts
CIVL has secured the support of its current IT partners:
• Andrej Kolar (Flytech-Naviter) will help with scoring system integration.
• Joerg Ewald (Volirium) will help with rebuilding the WPRS rankings.
• Cristiano Pereira (Flymaster) will help with all integration to live tracking servers and will
also offer general support.

ALTERNATIVES
None if we want to make any progress anytime soon.
Current Noosphere system used for the World Games has been tested and is not adapted to our
need.

RECOMMENDATION
Adopt CIVL proposals.

COSTS
€60K on CIVL reserve funds.

BENEFITS
For CIVL, as explained in the ‘Background’.
The CIVL EMS will be made available at no cost for ASCs that are interested to develop their own
EMS.

ALSO
Visa-Matti Leinikki on December 8, 2018:
I fully support the application being developed by Noosphere. From the requirement
documentation, I can see a lot of synergy with the existing systems developed by them as well as
the event registration app.
The FAI can host the application in one or more (if required) containers in our servers at
Leaseweb.
In the final project contract with Noosphere, we have to secure the rights to the source code as
well as unlimited development rights in case the cooperation with them ends one day. This is
already the case for eNavigator, etc.
The CIVL Bureau approved the project on December 18, 2018.
Project kick-off could be in Lausanne on Wednesday, January 30, just before the CIVL Plenary,
with Noosphere, Visa-Matti Leinikki, Cristiano Pereira and Elena Filonova participating.
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CIVL Event Management System
Introduction
The required Event Management System will be unified sports information portal and a
useful working tool – a Web application for managing PG and HG sports events and
participants’ ranking. The system should provide the following functionality, that will allow
users to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Register creating different profiles
Manage different roles and permissions of other users
Moderate some actions or workflows (per users with special permissions)
Create web pages of sports events
Apply for FAI Category via API and getting confirmation
Register participants
Create Multi lingual registration module
Export of registration module to 3d parties websites (widget)
Verify participants info (Sporting licenses checkup, etc)
Manage participants (change statuses, check data in Data Bases, create groups,
add/change registration info)
Send Email notifications to participants
Export and import participants via csv, xls, API, etc
Add Events to Events Calendar
Export participants to live tracking servers by API
Import results from live tracking servers
Export results to scoring servers/software (files or API)
Import results from scoring servers/software (files or API)
Score ranking points of pilots, nations, continents bases on results processed with
WPRS formula
Keep DB of all pilots and their rankings
Provide information on professionals working in air sports.
Provide statistics and information on incidents.
Provide information on competition winners
Provide information about competing pilots and their sponsor

●
●

At the background the system will perform 2 important tasks:
CIVL WPRS Database clean up
Connecting FAI and CIVL pilots databases for future merging

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

System mockups are attached in PDFs.
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Vocabulary
The following terms are used in this document:
●

EMS – CIVL competition management system (that is being built)

●

CIVL – Hang gliding and Paragliding Air Sports Commission of FAI that is responsible
for making decision about sport rules and restrictions in general.

●

Air Sport – an athletic activity or activities with specific rules of result achievement. FAI
has fixed list of sports it’s responsible for; The System is aimed at Paragliding and Hang
gliding sports only.

●

Discipline – type of sport activity within an Air sport.

●

Class – Sport sub-discipline.

●

Administrator – God of the system 

●

CIVL Manager - user who has Administrator powers relative to one or several
disciplines.

●

AMS – FAI Calendar application management system (to connect via API)

●

Cat 2 Application – declaration of intent to host a CAT2 event or events on a specific
period of the year. Application might have only one FAI ID.

●

Application confirmed – A special attribute of event showing that the response by API
from FAI DB for it having Cat 2 status is positive.

●

Event – Competition;

●

Incident – damage to equipment, minor injury of participant or fatality during the
competition.

●

NAC – national air sports control organization responsible for sport activities in particular
region. NAC has fixed list of sport it’s responsible for in particular country;

●

Organizer – a person or organization responsible for managing particular event or
events. Event can have more than one organizer;

●

Object Attribute – a characteristic attached to object (user).

●

Object Permission - permission for object (user) to access/execute particular activity

●

Object Role – set of specific permissions and attributes for users. A user can have more
than 1 role.

●

Participant – a Pilot that has pass registration procedure for the event and now is
connected to it.

●

Registration card – a set of attributes saved for Pilot after first registration to event.
They are saved in his Master registration card that will be used for his later
registrations to other events. Each time pilots registers to the event an Instance of the
Master registration card is saved within event. It will be updated for any not finished
event in case of Master update. Changes to the Instance registration card may be
saved only in the event to which it belongs or may also cause an update of the Master in
case Pilot gives his consent to it.

●

Staff – A sport professional, a person working at sport events. He can have one of the
important for the process of Cat 2 Application positions like Meet director, Event Judge,
etc. Or can have other custom created position e.g. Lunch pack distributor.
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●

Workflow – the sequence of phases and processes that allow transition of object from
one state to another;
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Roles
Users of EMS should have the following roles:
•
•
•
•
•

User/Pilot
Organizer
NAC representative
CIVL Manager
Administrator

One user can have more than 1 role.

Permissions and Activities
EMS has got the following list of activities permitted to different roles:
User
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Register to the system;
Edit profile;
Request CIVL ID Confirmation
Create new CIVL ID
Register to event;
Create/Edit Master Registration card and its Instances
Edit Pilot’s page;
Request SL/ FAI ID Confirmation

Organizers can:
● Create event; (becomes Author of the event)
● Edit event;
● Submit event for moderation;
● Submit event to CAT 2 Application
● Give access to event to other Organizers (create Co-Organizers)
● Manage participants (edit, change status, add attributes delete, etc)
● Confirm CIVL ID of a user (participant of the event)
● Confirm SL/FAI ID of a user (participant of the event)
● Submit results to ranking
● Add o-organizers as Staff and assign them positions
Co-organizer can do same activities as Organizer unless restricted by Organizer
NAC representative
● Can have Organizer’s permissions (decided by Admin/CIVL Manager)
● Can be a person-in-a-middle to allow Submit results to WPRS
● Can get copy of results and notification
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CIVL Manager
● Allow event publication
● Confirm CIVL ID
● Confirm SL/FAI ID
● Plus activities of all roles above
● Restricted by discipline
● Can manage NAC Representatives
Admin
●
●
●
●

Can manager users
Can manager CIVL Managers
Can manage organizers, change event authors
Plus all activities above
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Attributes of the users in different roles
User
User is a person registered at the website. By default all registered users get role of pilot. Later
they can also get a role of Organizer and NAC representative.

Pilot
Pilot is described with the following attributes:
●

Basic attributes
• Email; (should be confirmed)
• Password;
• Name
• Surname
• Gender
• Date of birth
• Country (Nation)
• CIVL ID (Confirmed or Provisional)
• ID Photo (square)
• Name in National alphabet

●

Secondary Attributes
• Participant of an event
On acquiring this attribute Pilot receives both Master and Instance Registration
card attributes: General and sport specific
•

•

Master Registration card General attributes
• FAI SL (Confirmed Valid, Confirmed Not-Valid, Provisional)
• FAI ID (obtained from FAI SL Confirmed)
• Home address
• Mobile tel number
• Sponsor
• Insurance company
• Insurance policy number
• Person to contact in case of emergency
• Phone number or person to contact in emergency
• Food restrictions (Vegetarian)
• T-shirt size
• Live instances
Master Registration card Air Sport specific attributes
• For PG
■ Paraglider Brand
■ Paraglider Model
■ Paraglider Color
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•

■ Paraglider Certification
■ Paraglider Class (?)
For HG
■ Hang glider Brand
■ Hang glider Model
■ Hang glider Color
■ Hang glider Class

During registration to the event there may be other event specific registration fields that will be
stores as attributes only in this event and is not saved in Master Registration card.
Any of these attributes can be edited by Pilot during registration to the event and saved. Then
the system will ask the pilot “Do you want to save these updates to all future events?” Reply
“Yes” will update the master and all events, that have not finished yet.

●

Pilot’s page attributes
• Header image
• About me text
• Social links
• Custom links
• Sponsors
• Rankings
• Other attributes
CIVL Work attributes
• Organizer of the event without Position mentioned
• Organizer of the event with Position mentioned
• Staff of the event with Position mentioned

Organizer
Object is described with the following attributes:
● Event Author (if it was he who created this event)
● Event Co-organizer (if he was assigned and given permissions)
Organizer by default has all Users attributes and can have a pilot’s role and all pilots attributes.
NB! Staff with positions listed in the event who have not been given permissions to manage
event will not get organizer’s attributes but will get CIVL WORK attributes to their pilot’s profile.

NAC representative
National air control organization responsible for approval of results before sending to ranking
and managing related events.
Object described with the following attributes:
● NAC Name
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●
●

Position
Sports that he is responsible for.

NAC Representative by default has all Users attributes and can have a pilot’s and organizer’s
roles and all related attributes if he registeres to the event as participant or joins some even
organizing team.
NAC representatives are created manually by Administrator.

CIVL Manager
Air sports commission manager is responsible for approval and managing related event. Object
described with the following attributes:
● Position
● Sports that he is responsible for
● Disciplines that he is responsible for.
CIVL Manager by default has all Users attributes and can have a pilot’s and organizer’s roles
and all related attributes.
CIVL Managers are created manually by Administrator.

Administrator
All.
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Objects of the system
The system should have the following objects created by various users
•
•
•
•
•
•

News article
Winners article
Pilots profile
Pilot’s rank
Event
Incident reports

Attributes of the Objects
News Article Attributes
News Article is a news blog entry created by Administrator or CIVL Manager on system and
CIVL news.
It should have the following attributes:
• Title
• Text
• Date
• Time
• Uploaded images/videos
• Attached documents
• URL for social sharing

Winners article Attributes
Winners article is a widget created automatically on finishing the event from event results,
podium photos and/or winners photos or event logo (whatever available).
It should have the following attributes:
• Event Name
• Date = Event finish date
• Scoring categories
• Winners Names (1,2,3) – links to pilots pages with ranking
• Winners Photo(s)
• Link to results page of the event.
• Link to event in the rankings
• URL for social sharing.
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‘Pilots Page Attributes
Based on the following attributes
• Header image
• Profile image
• About me text
• Social links
• Custom links
• Sponsors
• Pilot’s rank
• Latest events used for rank
• Other attributes

General Event Attributes
Event is an object created by the organizer. It has the following main attributes:
●
●

Sport
Discipline
Sport and discipline are important attribute defining event type.
PG XC event
HG XC event
PGA event
PG Acro event
Each event type has its own workflow and number of attributes.

PG XC Event Attributes
●

Has the following hierarchy of attributes
Event Info
• Name
• Dates
• Reserve dates
• FAI Category
• Organizing NAC
• Location coordinates
• Country
• City
• Time Zone
• Logo
• Header Image
• URL 1
• URL 2
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●
●
●

●

●

●
●
●

●

• Description’
• Flying site
• Images
• Scoring categories
• Entry fee
• Payment details
• Selection
• Max Number
• Registration Open/Closed
• Downloadable files
• Links
• Contacts
• etc
Sponsors
Tracker list
Participants
• Instance Registration card
■ As in Master registration car
■ Some custom fields
• Status
• Allocated to team
• Assigned Tracker
• Participants Result
Days and Tasks
• Day
• Task
• Task Results
Staff
• Required by CIVL (Meet director, Safety director)
• Custom
Results
Winners
Incidents
• Any incidents Yes/No
• Gravity levels
• Participant Name
• Text description.
Connection links
• Live tracking ID
• Scoring ID
• FAI Category 2 Application ID

HG XC Event Attributes
● Class
This is an important attribute. Adding a class will trigger a creation a copy of this event in the
ranking with only pilots of this class as participants.
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●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●

All HG XC events the following hierarchy of attributes
Event Info
• Name
• Dates
• Reserve dates
• FAI Category
• Organizing NAC
• Location coordinates
• Country
• City
• Time Zone
• Logo
• Header Image
• URL 1
• URL 2
• Description’
• Flying site
• Images
• Scoring categories
• Entry fee
• Payment details
• Selection
• Max Number
• Registration Open/Closed
• Downloadable files
• Links
• Contacts
• etc
Sponsors
Participants
• Instance Registration card
■ As in Master registration car
■ Some custom
• Allocated to team
• Status
• Assigned Tracker
• Participants Result
Days and Tasks
• Day
• Task (can be more than 1 in a day)b
• Task Results
Staff
• Required by CIVL (Meet director, Safety director, Launch marshal)
• Custom
Results
Winners
Incidents
• Any incidents Yes/No
• Gravity levels
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●

• Participant Name
• Text description.
Connection links
• Live tracking ID
• Scoring ID
• FAI Category 2 Application ID

PGA Event Attributes
●

●
●

●

Has the following hierarchy of attributes
Event Info
• Name
• Dates
• Reserve dates
• FAI Category
• Organizing NAC
• Location coordinates
• Country
• City
• Time Zone
• Logo
• Header Image
• URL 1
• URL 2
• Description’
• Flying site
• Images
• Scoring categories
• Entry fee
• Payment details
• Selection
• Max Number
• Registration Open/Closed
• Downloadable files
• Links
• Contacts
• AMD
• etc
Sponsors
Participants
• Instance Registration card
■ As in Master registration car
■ Some custom fields
• Allocated to team
• Status
• Participants Result
Days and Tasks
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●

●
●
●

●

•
•
•
Staff
•

Day
Round
Round Results

Required by CIVL (Meet director, Safety director, Chief Judge, Event Judge,
Target Judges – not less than 3)
• Custom
Results
Winners
Incidents
• Any incidents Yes/No
• Gravity levels
• Participant Name
• Text description.
Connection links
• Scoring ID
• FAI Category 2 Application ID

PG Acro Event Attributes
●

Has the following hierarchy of attributes
Event Info
• Name
• Dates
• Reserve dates
• FAI Category
• Organizing NAC
• Location coordinates
• Country
• City
• Time Zone
• Logo
• Header Image
• URL 1
• URL 2
• Description’
• Flying site
• Images
• Scoring categories
• Entry fee
• Payment details
• Selection
• Max Number
• Registration Open/Closed
• Downloadable files
• Links
• Contacts
• etc
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●
●

●

●

●
●
●

●

Sponsors
Participants
• Instance Registration card
■ As in Master registration car
■ Some custom fields
• Status
• Participants Result
Days and Tasks
• Day
• Round
• Round Results
Staff
• Required by CIVL (Meet director, Safety director, Chief Judge, Event Judge)
• Custom
Results
Winners
Incidents
• Any incidents Yes/No
• Gravity levels
• Participant Name
• Text description.
Connection links
• Scoring ID
• FAI Category 2 Application ID

Incident report
Incident report is filled in by the pilot and is related to a certain event.
It has a number of attributes:
• Sport
• Discipline
• Competition Details taken from event
o Competition name:
o No of competing pilots
o Dates
o Country
*
o Tasks flown
o KM Flown
o Location
• Pilots Details Taken from his Profile and Registration card
o Name
o Surname
o Nationality
o Gender
*
o Date of Birth
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•

o Weight
o Take-off weight
o WPRS Rank *
o CIVL ID
Incident Details
• Date
• Task No
• Level
• Distance Flown in Task
• Incident During
• Part of the task
• Emergency Deployment
• Injuries:
• Services used: (First Aid, Mountain Rescue, Ambulance, Helicopter, Police, Fire
Brigade)
• Wing behaviour (mark all relevant factors. If possible, number the sequence.)
o Collapse
o Spiral
o Structural Failure
o Spin
o Collapse (low level)
o Cravat
o Wire failure
o Line Break
o Tuck
o Parachutal
o Canopy Damage
o Tumble
o etc
• Weather Factors
o High Wind
Strong Lift
Lee
Rain
o Overdevelopment
Turbulence
Wind Shear Other:
• Pilot Behaviour
o Confusion/froze
Overconfidence
Cloud Flying Midair Collision
o Aggressive Flying
Fatigue
Inexperience Insufficient Lookout
• Equipment
o Glider
 Manufacturer
 Model
 Size
 Uncertified (Open Class)
 Certification Type:
 Certification Grade:
o Harness
 Manufacturer
 Type
 Protector type/size:
 Protector Certified?
o Helmet
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•

 None Open Face
Full Face
 Helmet Certified?
o Emergency Parachute
 Manufacturer
 Model
 Age:
 Size:
Narrative Report
o What led up to the incident? (include other pilots' feeling/opinions)
o Describe the incident (include witness comments)
o What happened after the incident? (include rescue services response time,
medical diagnosis)

All attributes of the report will be given separately

Related Objects
Event has the following related objects:
- Organizers
- Pilots (participants)
- Master/Instance registration card defined by selected sport/discipline;
- NAC representative defined by Organizing NAC attribute, sport and disciplines;
- CIVL manager (if any)
- FAI Category Application (sent by API)
- Event copy in the ranking
- Rank of pilot
- Incident report
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States
Event states
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New
Under moderation
Published
Sanctioning pending
Sanctioned by FAI
Submitted results
Results Approved by NAC
Ranked

User/Pilot states
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not_Active
Active (Email confirmed)
CIVL ID Confirmed
FAI ID confirmed
Registered to the event (is_Participant)
Created event or attached to it (Is_Organizer)
Staff (positions listed in CIVL Work)
Ranked
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Workflows
User/Pilot
1.
2.
3.
4.

Register to the system (login, Password)
Get email confirmation letter
Confirms email
Adds CIVL ID. CIVL_ID field cannot be empty unless he checkes box create a new CIVL ID
for me.
5. Automatic check is initiated.
5.1. In case automatic check verifies the ID. User receives the status CIVL_ID_Confirmed
5.2. In case automatic check cannot recognize the pilot he will still be let into the system
with status CIVL_ID_ Provisional. The in the list of Users his name will have (!) in CIVL
ID and he will be a subject to manual check by Administrator.
6. If a user does not have CIVL_ID the system will offer him to create one with notification that
his ranking will start from 0. In case of new User also receives the status CIVL_ID_
Confirmed.
7. Upon Email validation and Obtaining statuses CIVL_ID_Confirmed and CIVL_ID_
Provisional a User profile is created. It contains:
8. Basic profile
8.1. It can be edited by Pilots in his personal Account page
9. Pilots profile
9.1. This data is shown at Pilot’s page in the ranking
9.2. It can be edited by Pilots in his personal Account page
10. Registration card profile. When a user first time registers to an event a Registration card is
created. Registration card has 2 implementations
10.1.
Master registration card - It is stored in Pilot’s profile. When a pilot registers to an
event 2d and more times the data for the registration is prefilled from his Master
registration card.
10.2.
Master registration card is a predefined set of attributes.
10.3.
Each Sport/Discipline has its own Master registration card. (total 4)
10.4.
Instance registration card - It is a copy of a Master attached to an event where
pilots has registered.
10.5.
Instance registration card in an event is updated each time user presses Submit
on Event’s registration page or if Master was updated.
10.6.
Master can be updated if a pilot while updating Instance agrees to save changes
also to Master. I.e. Upon saving the registration data in any event the system should
check if all the data in Instance is equal to Master and if not ask “Do you want to Save
changes to all your upcoming events?” if answer is yes the Master shall be updated with
current data and after that all other Instances of non finished events shall be updated
same as Master.
10.7.
The Master registration card should keep connection to all Instances during their
life period – from creation till the last day of event to which they belong. After that
Instance will not be updated and stops any connection to the Master.
10.8.
User has a list of events he is registered to.
11. Organizer profile. If a pilot create event he gets the role of Organizer and also the attribute
of Author_of_the_event. If a pilot is added as co-organizer to any existing event he only
receives the role of Organizer.
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11.1.
Organizer has a list of connected events attached to his profile
11.2.
Organizer with the attribute Author_of_the_event can set Permissions to the
other Organizers to manage different parts of the event.
11.3.
Any organizer can assign Positions to the Staff (both Organizers and not). Their
positions will be added to the list of Positions and events in CIVL Work profile of the
User

Event
1. An Organizer creates an Event
2. First selects the Sport and Discipline to define the type of Event and corresponding template
to be used.
3. Different Templates have different Attributes. In total there 4 different Event templates;
3.1. PG XC
3.2. HG XC
3.3. PGA
3.4. PG Acro
4. After the template (based on the type of event) is selected he can Edit and Save or can
Delete an event.
5. In case of Delete event all its attributes and relations to other objects will be deleted.
6. Organizer can also add past event.
7. After an Organizer properly fills In Event Info and Saves the Event he should send it to
Moderation to make it published.
7.1. Moderation means making event publicly visible. Visual check up of appropriate Photos
and texts.
8. Event that passed moderation is published.
9. After the event was published Organizer can apply for Cat 2 Sanctioning.
9.1. It will send necessary info from Event to FAI AMS by API. Later the organizer will need
to login on AMS website, pay sanction fee and proceed with Sanctioning process.
9.2. After sending data to AMS the event will get “Cat 2 Sanction Pending” Status.
9.3. After event will get Cat 2 Status in AMS it will get Cat 2 Status in EMS by API.
9.4. Administrator can give Cat 2 status to event manually (e.g. to past event)
9.5. Administrator can revoke given Cat 2 status.
10. The Organizer can Open Registration on a Published event
11. To do this he should create a Registration form on an event
11.1.
A registration form of the event consists of the fields included into Master
registration card and custom fields.
11.2.
On pressing save Registration form it will get to the Registration page of the
event.
11.3.
Fields of registration form will have both client side and server side validation.
12. When pilot opens a Registration page of any event the data that is stored in his Master
registration card for this particular Sport/Discipline case will be filled into this registration
form so he will only need to fill in custom fields (created by Organizer of this event).
12.1.
When Pilot finishes registration he presses Submit button.
12.2.
On Submit the system check if the fields passed validation, creates an Instance
of Master registration card and checks if the data of Master Registration stored in pilots
profile is equal to the present Instance.
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12.3.
If Instance is not equal to Master the pilot will be asked “Do you want to make
these changes to all your upcoming events?” On answer yes Master and all “Live”
Instances will be updated.
12.4.
On answer No only this instance will be updated.
12.5.
If later he comes to this registration form and changes something again and
presses Submit the system will proceed the same way - “Do you want to make these
changes to all your upcoming events?” – Yes/No.
12.6.
Data entered in custom fields is stored only in this event, does not make part of
the Instance and in case pilots updates the Instance and submits it to Master custom
fields are not saved in the Master Reg form.
12.7.
The Master registration card should keep connection to all Instances during their
“Live” period – from creation till the last day of event to which they belong. After that
Instance will not be updated and stops any connection to the Master.
12.8.
A custom field that will exist by default in any event is Competition Number
(COMP ID, Pilot Number).
12.9.
It can be inserted by the pilot manually
12.10.
Or it can be given by organizer. Can be given automatically from 1 to e.g.150
based on pilots ranking. The highest in rank will get number 1, etc.
13. After Submit the Pilot become Participant of the event and get the first status of the
registration.
14. The Organizer can change statuses of the Participants.
15. The first status of the new Participant is Waiting list. The final status is Confirmed or its
variant Confirmed_Wildcard.
16. For now the flowing statuses are foreseen in the system
16.1.
Waiting list
16.2.
Qualified
16.3.
Not Qualified
16.4.
Cancelled
16.5.
Exemption
16.6.
In progress
16.7.
Allocated
16.8.
Waiting for payment
16.9.
Confirmed
16.10.
Wildcard (equal to Confirmed)
17. Statuses allow to select some participants from all registered participants to make other
actions (emailing or allocation or assigning live trackers)
18. All registered participants fill in the Registered Participant list that contains their basic
parameters (Name, sex, Nation, CIVL ID, SL , Rank, Reg time).
19. Clicking on Participant Name in the list the Organizer can view his registration card.
20. The organizer can edit Instance of Registration card of the Participant. The Instance will be
saved but not the Master. The pilot will get notification in the Dashboard Action log to
approve saving to Master.
21. In this general list the organizer will be able to sort pilots by any of the columns
22. He can also change statues.
23. The organizer can perform general operations on participants list.
24. Upload participants in xls or fsdb
24.1.
The key ID to recognize a participant will be CIVL ID. Participants with CIVL ID
Name and Surname corresponding to the one in DB will be accepted
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24.2.
Participants whose CIVL ID exists but Name and Surname does not correspond
will get Suspended status and will be such until the organizer changes their Name to
the one existing in the System.
24.3.
Participants without CIVL ID will be created as New users with Not_Active state.
Administrator can make them Active and add them CIVL ID, or they can restore
password and confirm email and CIVL ID themselves. (!) Password restore shall be
possible to Not_Active users.
25. Download participants list in xls or FSDB, SeeYou and other format, also with some data
filtered by Registration form fields or Status.
26. Transfer participants with status Confirmed and Wildcard to Live tracking and or scoring
server by API.
27. Participants with statues Waiting list Qualified Exemption In progress Allocated will be
subject to work for the Allocation. The organizer can define which statues will be valid for
that.
27.1.
Allocation in Cat 1 event is a process of team formation. It can present pilots list
sorted by Nation and then by Rank on selected date.. Where Nations order is fixed and
is sorted by National Ranking on selected date. Top X of male and Y of female pilots
will be highlighted. Values of X and Y will be set on the page. If total number of pilots in
the Nation are less than the sum of X+Y the empty slot will be given to the other nations
starting form the first in Ranking (Redistribute empty slots = add 1 slot to each Nation
starting from top)
27.2.
Allocation in Cat 2 event is just sorting selected Pilots by Team Name or By
Nation.
28. An Organizer will also be able to upload a list of Live tracker and store them in the event
with the purpose to conduct manual or automatic pairing of trackers to the pilots.
29. The result of such pairing can be seen on Live tracking page together is other important
data.
30. Another sec tion that will be required to fill in before Moderation is Staff & Access.
30.1.
It contains information about Co-organizers and other people working on the
event.
30.2.
It will have 2 tables.
30.2.1. Access management – that will allow the Organizer Author of the Event ot give
access to other organizers
30.2.2. Staff and Positions – a list of officials working in event, these fields will be
obligatory to be filled in to apply for Cat 2 Sanctioning (their number is different in
different Event Templates. It will have validation on number and positions of Staff
(e.g. not less than 3 Target judges, Not less than 1 Meet director etc)
31. After the beginning of the competition the organizer will be able to publish a small blog and
daily results of the comp. It will be done on Days&Tasks page of the event.
31.1.
Day&Tasks Page will have a list of Days when some action on the event
happened: a news blog entry was published or a task was set (or both).
31.2.
It will have Day number, Date, Task number, Live Tracking and Retrieve Links,
Results of the task, Edit/Delete.
31.3.
Inside Day there will be Blog entries with not more than 4 images attached. Blog
entries will be sorted by time - newest on top.
31.4.
Day will have statuses Preparation day (–X days – all days before the event),
Registration day, Training day, Competition day. There are no more days after last
Competition day.
31.5.
Each Competition Day may have Tasks connected to it. Task info will be entered
manually or received from imported results file or Live tracking or scoring servers.
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31.6.
Each Task will have Scoring (connected results files). Entering results with Task
info will automatically create Task data. Results files may be imported in html, fsdb or
received from scoring server by API.
31.7.
Each Task will have its Live tracking and Retrieve links (in case of use of LT
received directly from LT server, or entered manually )
32. After the end of the competition the Results section will allow to work with the data that will
got to Winners section and Ranking.
32.1.
Results page will have a Winners section with a series of entries each with a
scoring category and a prize giving Photo uploaded. Winners Names will be received
from uploaded results files or scoring server.
32.2.
In case there is no Prize giving photos – a photo of pilots profile can be used.
32.3.
The second part of Results page are final results of the event that will go to the
Ranking.
32.4.
In case the results should be approved by NAC representative the approval will
be done on that page. CIVL Manager (or Administrator) will set manually for each event
if it should be approved by corresponding NAC representative. Also while creating NAC
representative CIVL manager may allow to him to check all events in his country and
Sport/Discipline.
33. The next part of event Admin to be filled upon finish of event is Incident report.
33.1.
Incident report is has 2 implementations; for organizer and for pilot.
33.2.
Organizer usually needs to specify the pilots who has got incidents in his event
and not the gravity level. Only in case of fatality the organizer is asked to fill in detailed
report.
33.3.
In case of other injuries the incident reports shall be filled by participants. They
will receive a reminder once in 2 weeks to fill it in until they do it.
34. Last tab of event Admin is Dashboard.
34.1.
It will be used by organizers to get a widget of event to import the registration to
3d party websites and to set up basic connections to Live tracking, Retrieve and
Scoring servers.
34.2.
It will also have Settings for Administrator use only that will influence the Work
flow
34.2.1. Do not allow pilots without SL (Mark them with (!) in registration)
34.2.2. Allow NAC check of the SL (add NAC rep as Staff to manage participants)
34.2.3. Allow NAC results check. (allow NAC rep to download the results and check box
his approval)
35. After last Competition results are added on Competition day. They will be submitted to the
Ranking (in case NAC approval is given and other conditions are fulfilled).
35.1.
The event will create its Instance in the ranking section of the system. This
instance will have the link to original event and keep the information of the Event info
and Staff.
35.2.
In case it is a HG event original event will create as a many instances as
participated classes and Classes scoring categories.
35.3.
Each participant result will be scored according to WPRS formula and ranking
points will be assigned.
35.4.
Ranking points will be shown on Pilots profile with list of events he was
participating.
35.5.
Ranking points of pilots of one Nation will be summed up to create National and
Continental Ranking.
35.6.
Complete Ranking system now exists at website http://civlrankings.fai.org/?a=0&
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36. Finished event will be fixed without possibility to edit or delete it for organizer (only for
Administrator) a week after the event finish date.
37. Finished event can be cloned – with Copied Event Info part but without dates. (Dates may
be set provisionally at the 1-2 of January of the next year.)

NAC representative
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Registers to the system
Confirmes/creates CIVL ID
Get RAC rep status from administrator
Get connected to event by organizer or Administrator
If allowed checks pilots SLs
If allowed approves results before submission to WPRS.

Administrator
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Moderate events.
Sets work flows
Published news
Can add edit users. Change passwords.
Can approve CIVL ID and FAI SL.
See a list of users with problem CIVL ID (!) sign.
Can do any action of the other roles.
Intervene when required
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Homepage Front
Home page of the CIVL EMS contains the following elements
Events (Calendar)
Ranking
Winners
News

Static Pages

Static pages have custom contents defined by admin user. Each page consists of several
blocks, some of them have predefined contents like contact-us form, other ones have fully
custom contents defined in WYSIWYG editor.
It’s possible to specify custom url for any page. Together with ability to customize site menu it’s
possible to build custom mini-website.
By default the following pages are suggested to be published on the site:
Terms and conditions
Text pages with Terms and conditions. In admin a text field with WISYWIG editor. The user will
get a link to them in the registration form.

How to use the system
Text pages with User manual. In admin a text field with WISYWIG editor

Contact us
A form to contact the CIVL Administrator

News
New pages will be created by System Administrator. Main elements: a text field with WISYWIG
editor, Header image and document uploads.

Authentication

Authentication provides ability to user to sign-up and sign-in into the system. By default all newly
registered users are treated as Users -pilots. Everyone can create an account and get CIVL ID
is he does not have any.
To become Active User needs to confirm his email and CIVL ID.
The system will compare Name, Surname and CILV ID entered with date in DB, in case of
discrepancy user will be allowed to continue work but his account will be marked and require
manual check by the Administrator.
In case user do not have a CIVL ID he will create new one.

Email is a unique profile identifier. One person might have multiple accounts but using different
emails only.
Authentication activity involves the following web interfaces.

Sign up
This pages allows creating new account.
Attributes
First name(Given Name) textinput
Family name (last name) textinput
Email textinput
Password` textinput
Confirm password textinput
“I accept terms and conditions” - checkbox
Captcha control – hidden captcha visible to robots only
`Sign up` Submit-button
`Already have an account?` link to `Sign in` page
Mock up

Access restrictions
Allowed to not authenticated only. Authenticated users will be signed in and the link to
Admin_pages (account, profile ) will appear in the left corner.
Mockup

Clicking `Already have an account?` redirects user to `Sign in` page
Clicking `Sign in` submits form and if valid data provided sends the following email message:

Sign in
This pages allows registered users entering into their
account.
Attributes
`Email` textinput
`Password` textinput
`Remember me `checkbox
`Sign in` button
`Forgot password?` link to `Password recovery` page
`Don’t have an account?` link to `Sign up` page

Access restrictions
Allowed to not authenticated only.
Authenticated users will be signed in and the link to Admin_pages (account, profile ) will appear
in the left corner.
Clicking `Forgot password` link redirects user to `Password recovery` page
Clicking `Don’t have an account?` redirects user to `Sign up` page
Clicking `Sign in` submits form and if valid data provided authenticates user and redirects user
to `My account` page

Password recovery
This page allows to send unique link to `Reset password` link. It will be sent to email address
registered on the website only.
Attributes
`Email` textinput
`Send` button that sends email with link to Password reset page and instructions
Access restrictions
Allowed to not authenticated only. Authenticated users will be redirected to `My account` page.
Mockup

Once submitted the following message will be shown to user:
“If your e-mail address exists in our database we will send you an email message in few
minutes. Check your e-mail box for further instructions.”

Once submitted the following email message will be sent to provided email address if it exists in
the database:

Password reset
Attributes
Field Password
Field Confirm Password
Captcha
`Save` button
Access restrictions
Allowed to not authenticated only. Authenticated users will be redirected to `My account` page.
Clicking `Save` button in case valid data provided changes user password, authenticates user
and redirects user to `My account` page.

Confirm email address
This page notifies user that email address was confirmed and account activated.
Attributes
`Go to my account` page link
Access restrictions
Allowed to not authenticated only. Authenticated users will be redirected to `My account` page.
Clicking `Go to my account` redirect user to `My account` page

Logged-in User Account
It the Admin website space where user can manage his profiles and events
It has a Right menu with all basic links
• Home (Dashboard)
• My profile (link to edit my profile)
• My Competitions (both where I am pilot or organizer)
o HG Comps (link to list of comps)
o PG Comps (link to list of comps)
o PGA COMPS (link to list of comps)
o PG Acro comp (link to list of comps)
• My Ranking (front side link)
• CIVL Work (front side link)

User Dashboard
On the main part of the page there is a list of Important notifications related to events of user:
E.G.:
• Your Event is Sanctioned,
• Your are Added as organizer to event,
• Event is added to ranking,
• Need to fill in an Incident report
• and maybe some others.
Administrator see here important notifications from all the users. With a link to get into a page
where all users logs are stored.

My profile
Here pilot can edit the info of his profile both basic info and his personal page.

List of events
If the list of events there are both events where Pilots is participant and organizer.
Events are grouped by Sport/Discipline.
Event Name is a link to Event’s Administration part. It does not exists if pilot not given access.
URL is a link to event front.
Dates are event main dates
Event status is the status of the competition
• Unpublished,
• Under Moderation
• Published
• Cat 2 Pending (also means published)
• Cat 2 (also means published)
My registrations show participants status in event registration. And has a link to event
registration form.
Last Update is the timestamp of changes made to comp by the Organizers (Both Author and
Co-Organizers).
Author – Organizer who created the comp.

Event Pages (Front end)
Events Calendar
Events calendar shall have List, Map and Timeline views. Timeline view shall show at least 3
months time span at a time.
Any event in the list shall have the following info:
• Sport/Discipline HG XC + Class, PG XC, PGA, PG Acro.
• Name
• Country, location
• Dates
• Registration open/closed
• Cat 1/2 Sanction status.
Click on Event Name opens its page or redirects to another event’s website.
Redirect to another website is a temporal feature before registration widget for 3d parties
websites will be implemented

Each event will have internal pages: Info, Participants, Registration, Blog, Live tracking, Results

Event front page
Event front page will present a summary of event information.

Event info
Event info page will present a detailed description of the event

Participants
Event Participants page will show a list of registered pilots with the following information:
• Name Surname,
• Country
• Gender
• Number
• Glider
• Sponsor
• Status

Registration
Will show pre filled (if not first time) Registration form of the event based on Master Reg form.
Custom fields for this event only are not pre-filled.
The pilot can edit all data except Basic (in the frame, that will be edited in his profile)

Blog
Will show Days and Tasks information of the event

Live tracking
Live tracking will be i-frame or other built in technology to show live tracking player of 3d party.

Results
will show the summary of the winners of the competitions
Links to replay
Winners list by categories
Podium photos
In case of absence of podium photos will show the photos of winners from their profiles.

Event Management pages (Organizer’s interface)
Even Management interface varies for each type of Template based on the choice of
Sport/Discipline and Category. In total there are 8 templates.
PG XC Cat 1
HG XC Cat 1
PGA Cat 1
PG Acro Cat 1
PG XC Cat 2
HG XC Cat 2
PGA Cat 2
PG Acro Cat 2

Event Dashboard
Event Dashboard in the first Admin page has got Statistics, Action log and important settings
some of which are for Administrator use only.

Event General Info
Contains information to be shown on Event front and Event Info

Sponsors
Page to upload banners and manage sponsors links

Staff&Access
Staff has 2 groups. Obligatory staff and Other staff
Obligatory staff for Cat 2 event has a fixed list of positions different for each type of event:
For PG and HG XC – Meet director and Safety director
For PGA: Chief Judge, Event Judge, and not less than 3 Target judges.
For PG Acro - Chief Judge, Event Judge.
Other staff have a text input in position place. Not moderated.
The Author of the event can give access to other Staff. Pop up on click to manage access.

Days&Tasks
A list of Days containing either blog entry and/or Task set.
There are 2 variants of Managing Tasks and results: Automatic and Manual.
In case of Automatic use the Organizer enters livetracking and scoring server links and work
directly on them and Days&Tasks of EMS get processed data by API
In manual case Organizer can just upload every day FSDB file with all the info
Or upload files with results manually every day.
Need to find out which way of communication with PWC – may some special import formats like
csv.
PGA events have more functionality to input daily results by Judges.

Results
A page to add

Incident reports
Has a brief form to be filled in by organizer
In case there are reports should contain a list of reports

Event Participants
The section has many inner subsections. They differ between Cat 1 and 2 comp. They are:
• General
o Registration form builder
o Live tracker list
• Registration
• Allocation
• Notification
• Live trackers

General

It a list of working tools. Here you can create reg form or upload participants or trackers list.

Participants Upload

Note that participants Upload shall be done with CIVL ID and email.
When Uploading participants all Required fields are not respected except Basic (Name
surname, CIVL ID email, Nation, Gender DOB)
With the following verification process:
The system will check first if this CIVL ID is attached in the system to some user and if it is
verified.
If yes it will normally make this pilot registered to the comp with all data that will be uploaded
and without update of pilots Master registration card. In case of discrepancy of Name and
Surname the system will take those that will be in the system and not those from uploaded file.
If CIVL is not yet confirmed with any user
The system will create a Active user account with the date provided by the file (Name surname,
CIVL ID email, Nation, Gender DOB) and will send a letter to a pilot asking to login to confirm
CIVL ID. Only after that the results of this pilot will get to the registration and ranking.
The system will check that this email address is not registered in the system in case it is
registered it will connect the user.

In case uploading file has a different CIVL IDs from the one existing in the system with the email
of participant, the system shall ignore CIVL ID from Uploaded file and use the one attached to
the email in question.

Tracker list Upload

In order to easily make Tracker assignment to Participants the Organizer shall have a tracker
list. It consists of Name (HRM), Serial number and IMEI of the Flymaster trackers.

Registration form builder

It contains basic fields required by Master registration card, they may be obligatory or not.
The Organizer can add other custom fields. (text, radio, check box or file upload)

Registration management

Is a place to manage data in Participants card and participants statuses
It will also show some problems of participants profiles like not confirmed CVIL ID and FAI SL.

Allocation

It will be mainly used for cat 1 events but for Cat 2 it will also have simple functionality to provide
team names into scoring server.

Cat 2 Allocation

By clicking on Team field it will be possible to edit it in the registration card.

Cat 1 Allocation

It is a specific process to manage National teams.

Notifications
A service allowing groups email messages to pilots with same status or several statuses.
They can be sent 1 time only upon request or programmed to be sent as acquiring this status.
Besides system will have some basic notifications on each registration status and other required
actions – to confirm CIVL ID or to fill in Incident report.

Live trackers
A tool to assign trackers to participants

Ranking

Will be a modern copy of existing website
http://civlrankings.fai.org/?a=0&

With a possibility to change settings for WPRS Formula calculation in the admin by
Administrator.

Personal Page of pilot/ organizer
Will be accesses from the rankings
E.g. http://civlrankings.fai.org/?a=309&person_id=299&
Will also contain sponsors, personal info and CVIL Work experience

CIVL Work
A list of users with Work experience with filter by position and year and name search
Will be available – only to logged in users – maybe publicly need to check

